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PART II - NARRATIVE

I. PROCEDURES AND PROGRAM CONTENT

A. Current activities and procedures

(1) The computer was used in conjunction with an Algebra II class.

The class used a special text A Second Course in Algebra and

Trigonometry produced by the Colorado Schools Computing Science

Curriculum Development Project. The course gave an integrated

presentation of second year Algebra and beginr:ing computer

programming. The computer was used to support and reinforce

the presentation of the mathematics and stimulate student

interest. Computer techniques were introduced using flowcharts,

developing algorithms and student modeling of mathematics

concepts. The BASIC language was used to develop programs.

Library-programs were also used by the class members for review

and additional worh.

The class was conducted according to regular classroom

procedures. Group worl. end independent study procedures were

used. A variety of presentation methods were used to introduce

neu concepts - some traditional; others using computer oriented

techniques. Certain amounts of time were set aside for computer

lab work to provide those students who had difficulty returning

to complete their assignments time to use the teletypes and the

computer.
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(2) Provis ions were made for a year long computer class but

because of scheduling difficulties the class did not

materialize. One student who expressed desire to take the

course was placed on independent study. He was assigned to

a regular class period but reported to the room where the computer

facilities were housed. A variety of materials were used

since there was very little available time for teacher explanation.

The Algebra II materials were used, manuals and supplementary

and teacher made materials were used. A boot: BASIC BA.SIO by---
Cohen was finally used as a basic text from which assignments

were given. The student at first required much explanation

and had to return during another period when the teacher was

free. After this student had grasped the fundamentals he was

able to proceed with minimum explanation. This arrangement

seemed to work very well. It was apparent to the teacher,

though, that this particular student would have possibly

gained more in a regular classroom situation. Basic understanding

of the language and use of the computer was gained but the student

was not able to cover all of the material. This was partly due

to lack of initiative and partly because the student did not

have readily available explanation as would have been the case

if he had been in a regular classroom situation.

(3) Because of student demand; a computer Math Class was organized

second semester. Students who enrolled came from all levels



(ninth grade - twelfth). Their backgrounds were varied.

There were three enrolled in geomAry, two in Algebra 1

and the'others were either enrolled in General Math or had taken

only general math courses. Activities were arranged so as to

give review work. in general math, introduce some new ideas as

some topics from number theory, or interesting facts about

sequences and series. Flowcharting was used to introduce

concepts and lead to the introduction of programming. Library

programs were used frequently. Several students were unable tc

really gasp the programming iu one could not, even at the.end

of the semester, write a simple program by himself. Group work

was used throughout the semester with -n attempt to pair the

weaker students with stronger ones. This appeared to work

fairly well except for minor personality conflicts. Students

were frequently regrouped for.several reasons. To avoid

personality conflict, to avoid too much fraternization and

provide challenge for both the weaker and stronger students..

Topics and level of material had to be adjusted to meet the

individual needs of each student. Class assignments were kept

at a minimum and on a simple level. For students who had much

ability extra work was provided. It was found that a couple

of students would immediately go into the more challenging

work and overlook the class assignments.

Evaluation of these students was difficult. In fact the class

was much of a challenge to the teacher from several standpoints.



There arose discipline problems both in the computer room and

in the classroom which were different from those ordinarily

encountered. Adjusting the level of material, organizing

activities, finding available topics which the students could

do with limited math backgrounds turned out to be quite a task.

The class was inteesting, rewarding.and stimulating. Several

students gained much by just being able to run programs and

participate in the review activities. The use of the computer

should definitely not be limited to the better student or to

those with extensive math backgrounds.

(4) The Physics Class as well as the two Chemistry Classes utilized

the computer particularly in lab situations. Programs used

were student written. There were also available several

library programs that could be used in both of these areas.

The programs were used quite extensively for a period, but the

teacher lost interest and some probleth arose in time conflict.

These classes were unfortunately scheduled during the periods

when the Algebra II and Computer Math classes were in °sessions.

Many s:aidents would not return at other times even though

there was little or no original work done or encouraged by the

science teacher. Only a few students who had participated in

last year's program or were enrolled in the Algebra II or

Ccaputer Class did any additional work. This worIc was used

as supplementary work and the student given credit.
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There was no other participation in the science department

although both students and teachers were encouraged- Offers to

write programs, introduce use of teletypes and computer and

to supervise were made b t there was no response. There seems

to be a hesitatin on the part of the teachers to become

involved. This in turn prevents student involvement unless

they are involved in other classes.

(5) Library programs were used in the Algebra III and Algebra I

classes. Class assignments were given in Algebra III in two areas.

Completing the square and forming quadratic functions. There

were three library programs for each of these. One program

gave examples for the student to work, the second program

checked the student's answers and the third provided r. test

for the student. Explanation had to be given to get on line

and call the program. Use of the was successful. Several

problems were encountered. Placing deadlines on these had to

be adjusted since the computer happened to be down on several

occasions and because each test program took about 15-20

minutes per student. As is the usual case several students

procrastinated and this caused some difficulty. Several

teacher-written programs were used to check homework in some

supplementary areas covered by the class. Not all students

utilized these but all except perhaps two members of the class

turned in work and computer print out sheets for the other areas.



Class members were offered explanation on writing programs on

individual basis and encouraged to write his own programs. Two

members took advantage of this. One girl, with the help of a

member in Algebra II, became a fairly good programmer and

produced some very good programs. She worked on several programs

with the Algebra II student and also tackled a few topics frets

the Algebra III.

The Llgebra I students were also given brief introduction to

the machines and programming.. Four students began to do simple

programs using manuals and supplementary materials. One bey

became a fair programmer and asked for ideas for programs.

These students used their. breaks,. lunch period, before and

after school or study periods to return to work.

For extra caq, library programs were- assigned on factoring and

working with polynomials. Only five members ran these and turned

in work' and computer print out sheets. This was not a regular

assignment and had been left as optional for the student.

(6) The Sociology class used the computer to organize data and compile

'results from a poll that they had taken. A student enrolled in

the Algebra II class wrote the program and gave .instructions to

the class members. The class came in groups of two and three,

made tapes of their data and fed this data into the computer.

The student who had written the program then ran the program

and presented the output to the class.

9



It vas suggested that the class also use library programs but

because there was not an opportunity for the teacher to

familiarize herself with these, the suggestion was not carried

through.

(7) Several iaterestoq students from study hail cn.me in during these

periods as well as before and after school to use the computer.

Most of this was game playing but one student did work Ofl

programming from tine to time. Most of his programs wore.

and chemistry programs.

An attempt to involve, the commercial department was made.

Conflicts with the commercial elaqses and lack of opportunity

to familiarize the teacher hindered successful operation in

this area.

(8) Coastal Carolina, an extension of the University of South

Caro2ina, has used the facilities to teach one of their business

and statistics courses both fall and spring semesters. These

students were taught how to do basic programming in the Fortran

language and write and run certain statistical programs. These

classes mat in the evening for four days a week. The professor

and c. lab assistant supervised the computer operation.



B. The computer-oriented Algebra II class will be continued. There will

be an attempt to involve all Algebra II classes but not to

necessarily involve every student. Provisions have been made for

a semester compfter math class both semesters. It is hoped the

science department will continuo rind extend its involvement as well

as the social studies area. Encouraument to use and introduce the

computcr will be extended to the cther mathematics teachers. Hopefully,

more of the mathematics students will have an introduction through

introduction in thz., Algebra I classes. There will be an effort mde

in the general math classes to involve these students through use of

library programs or teacher written programs. More opportunity will

be provided to familiarize all students ,ith the machines with ceatzin

times made available for open house.

C. Coastal Carolina will no longer use the facilities for their regular

and summer program. The school is obtaining its own facilities and

will continue similar operation. Use by Coastal Carolina has

extended use to approximate 125 college students.

D. Because of the uncertainty of Myrtle Beach High's continuation of

the program by local funds, Coastal Carolinaorganized and set up

its own program.
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II. PROJECT PERSONNEL

A. Professional Staff

(1). Mrs. Nancy Boyd - teacher and project director

The responsibilities of the director consisted of supervision

and coordination: of the tot,. tr;grv.m. :"Jhe vas also responsible

tu:!.ching of Algebra Ii cs with conDut,,r programming

a clAs: Aming.

(::salary - fur.Th)

(2) Mr. James Sea ley - part-time teacher

Staley relieved the director of two classes in order to provide

adequate time for the director to supervise

(Salary - $2,200.00)

3. Consultant Service

(1) Mr. William Hynds, Math Consultant, South Carolina State

Department

(2) Mr. E. G. Blal?:eway - teacher and coordinator for SCSC,

North Carolina

(3) Mr. Bob Jones, Math Consultant State Department of Education

North Carolina

C. Non-profc:ssional Personnel

None

III. Private, Non-profit Schools

There was no involvement
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I V. DISSEMINATION

A. The program was open to visitors at all times. Teachers and students

from other schools were invited to visit for a demonstration. However,

there was little response to any of the invitations.

The -,:fttten 1:-2ortr the local paper.

(Cop c: aro not reati.lily lonal a6min:i.rative reports.

B. Since !"ederal wc,ultf. :;ernied this year, local civic

clubs were: contacid to perhaps help in future funding of the progra71,

The director, principal and two hey students participated. There

were no specific materials distributed. Copies of student programs

and related materials were made available for observations.

C. There were approximately ten persons from outside the area who visited

the project.

Five persons requested information.

Visits to other school districts within and outside the state and

N.C.T.M. Conventionsin Charleston, S. C. and Houston, Texas in

April, 1973 resulted in discussion and interchange of ideas and materials

Also contact was made with interested persons such as Larry Hatfield,

author of CAMP SOTiOS of computer oriented boo!:s in algebra, geometry

and general mathematios.
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V. PROJECT EVALUATION

A. Process Evaluatio:.

The Elyth Algebra II Test was administered to 12 Algebra II - Compu',.er

students in September, 19Y.2. The test was aino given to one on the

-,1s,:br7L TI r o,s T1 :11

.11 el_ of iterchag-

if- 'c a .;t:I7d not be

found Disco-crY and nuw tct;

Eatcri!7.1 did no rrivc in tires to be administered to tn.J Algebra

II studonts.

Each student enrolled in Algebra II and in the Computer Math C.L63

as well as other students, was assigned a number for identification.

Each month a report was received which gave an individual breakdown

of programs on which the student had worked dates, computer CPU time

and actual length of time on line. These reports were useful in

determining several factors.

(1) Whether some students were using the computer more than others.

(2) How to make adjustment for individual students and for certain

proL;rams.

(3) Whether students were utilizing the computer effectively and wisely.

(4) Types of programs run by the students.

(5) Amount of t. me used by student to debug his programs

14



By studying these reports the groject director was able to determine

whether students were working on programming or running library programs

and help eliminate some of the problems created in connection with

this as well as other type problems. The students also found the

reports interesting and used them to check themselves in excessive

use of computer time and on-line time.

Teacher evaluations were given periodically both in the Algebra II elnss

as well as the computer math class. At least one teacher-constructed

test was given each Narking period to check computer techniques and

programming skills.

Written observations were made throughout the year. These will be

used for continuation and extension of the program and for references.

Use of the computer by other classes has been difficult to evaluate.

Introduction and use in the science and social studies classes generated

some interest and a few students returned to observe the operation

and work of the Algebra II and Computer Math students but none of

them seemed interested enough to pursue the programming. One of the

biggest problems was that neither the science teacher nor the sociology

teacher could operate or program. Neither had the opportUnity to

work with the director in learning the use of the computer.

Effort was made by the director to get some of the-general math

students involved and Algebra I students but lack of cooperation from

15



the teachers involved in these areas prevented any actual participation.

In many instances the director made an offer to go into those classes

and introduce use of the machines and the BASIC language but there

was much hesitation on the part of the regular teacher to allow this.

Excuse was that there was loss of time needed for the regular material

content. Attempt to interest a few students in these areas through

other s+udents was also mafle. There was more response from this

approach.

It has been observed that one of the most difficult tasks has been

getting teachers involved in the program. Teacher-involvement of

course means more student-involvement. Workshops have been provided

and help offered. from both the director and key students. Invitations

to visit classes and observe operation of the computer has been extended

to the entire faculty. Only a few showed interest. Generally there

is a fearful attitude toward the computer and its use in the curriculum.

Strong effort will be made to erase this attitude and to have more

involvement among the faculty members through education of the students.

Breakdown of comminication lines prevented extension of the grogram

to other schools. Invitation was given to the high schools in the

county as well as to Georgetown'S Winyah High School to visit Myrtle

Beach High and see a demonstration. There was no response. Invitation

was extended to administrators from other schools and county officials.
.



Myrtle Beach High was involved in April in a re-evaluation for Southern

Association Accreditation. Members of the uvaluating team were very

impressed with the program and recommended that the program be

continued.

Experience over the past three years indicates that the computer should

not be limited to certain students. It is true that in general students

with stronger backgrounds in math are able to cope more easily with

programming. The use of the computer and/or presentation of certain

topics in math or science with some of the lower level students can

be very effective and rewarding. There appears to be a certain amount

of enthusiasm and interest generated through the use of the computer

in the low level classes but it must be handled carefully.

The experimentation with activities in the Computer Math Class has

been very enlightening. Classes where there is a wide *read of

background r..aid ability provides much of a challenge. Same of the

activities used had to be abandoned since they were found to be much

too difficult for the majority of the class members. Work had to be

geared individually and additional work provided for the student who

moved at a faster pace and/or who was capable of more complicated

programang.

Because each class was different and because each student met the chal-

lenge of the computer in a different manner much "Try-it-and-see"

type activities were used. If these activities were not successful



or well met by the class; the approach was changed. This caused

much frustration on the part of the director but there was also many

activities that were very rewarding. There will always be students

who will really be "turned on" by the computer as well as those who

will really be "turned off". Use of the computer cannot be forced

upon any student or teacher. Anyone working with the computer must

have successful interaction or he will immediately become very

frustrated and in many instances 'will not continue his work. To me',

the challenge of teaching the use of the conputer one must face the

fact that he must get "involved" and in some instances be left far

behind by his students. Working with computer oriented materials and

teaching computer technique='s is frustrating, exasperating but very

rewarding and fulfilling.

B. PRODUCT EVALUATION

1. (a) Objective: To raise the achievement level of students presentl:r

enrolled in accelerated geometry, algebra II, algebra III and

accelerated senior mathematics and general mathematics III.

Evaluation: The accelerated geometry class was integrated' into

the regular geometry classes. Students were encouraged to

participate in use of the computer, seeking their own instruction

j. ii its use and learning the programming. There was little response

and no way to evaluate this. The experimental group and control

groups of Algebra II students were pre-tested with the Blyth
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Second-year Algebra Test. Unfortunately the testing materials

yen: misplaced in the shuffle between Socastee High and MyrtLI

Beach High. New materials did riot arrive in time to post test

the students at the end of the year. Lack of cooperation

prevented involvement of the general Math III students. The

Algebra III students were not given formal instruction but did

have assignments. There were assigned library programs that

had to be called and run by the student and information turn.

in. The student could not be evaluated except on the su,-..cce

of each student in executing these assignments. Only a few

had difficulty and this was minor. All of the accelerated

senior math students had had some introduction to the use of

the computer. There wore no formal assignments given but at

least two did programs and/or worked as student aides. No

evaluation could be made. Our note would be that all of the

students tool: the National Mach Test on which scores were much

higher this year. Experience in programming, it was obscr.v,A,

can be very helpful in improving problem solving skills.

(b) Objective: Improve performances of students in related curriculn

as chemistry, physics, biology, etc.

Evz:,..Luation: Student-written programs wore used in conjunction

with both physics and chemistry labs. There were students in

both of these classes who had boon or were enrolled in the

19



Algebr:, II-Computer class. These studunts supervised and helped

tic other members in calling and running these programs. Libitr'y

programs were used especially by the physics class. These

simulation urograms such as: DECAY 1 and DECAY 2, LENSES

(Solves lens problems) SLITS (Young's Double - Slit experiment).

These provided addition and/or review wor]:. All wort: atterpted

in these areas was successful.

An experiment conducted with thy: social studies department

was also successful. The sociology class under the guidance of

one of the students in the Algebra II - Computer class

conducted a poll, organized data, made tapes and fed inforriation

into the -computer. The program was written and run by

the student.

All other attempts to involve other classes outsde the math

department were unsuccessful.

(c) Objective: Improve student's scores on the National Mather:atics

Test and/or other tests such as the PSAT.



SCORES
1973

SCORES
1972

SCORES
19'T1

-1.00 16.75

13.0o 15.50 5.00

7.75 7.5o 8.50
12 . 50 3.5o 26.75

12 . 50 4.75 19.00

6.5o 18.75 , 22.00

11.25 38.00 16.25

14.00 23.25 8.50
18.5o 8.25 4.00

22 . 50 20.75 21.75

30.75 19.75 1.5o
28.00

MEAN - 14.93 MEAN - 14.53 MEAN - 14.83

(d) Written observation made throughout the year are included..

There were thirteen Algebra II students and seventeen compUtor

math students. In Algebra II and computer rath assiolments for

programs were made for each six weeks marl,:ing period. The nuubor

of, programs required, varied. For the bettor programer ideas

and programs could be combined but for the weaker programmer it

was suggested that they turn in separate programs. Some programs

turned in were group effort. Three members of tae Algebra II

class dropped at the end of the first semester. Two of these

students had learned to program but required help. They had

turned in at lease half of the assigned work for first semester.

The third student had taken programing during the spring of l97,'

and was an excellent programmer. He spent much time in class

helping other students but did not turn in his work. He had lost

complete interest in the course by the end of the semester.



A fourth student did not drop the course but did very little

work. He did work on programming a little during the first two

marking periods. He secmcd to participate more when the class

did group work. His proarming skills were very limited and he

turned in only about two programs. It was apparent that he did

do work on other programs but he did not turn these in. The

remaining members of the class fell into three categories. Thos(::

that became excellent programmers, average and below average.

There were two who fell into the below average group. One boy

had difficulty but worked hard and a girl who became frightened.

at using the machines. She was hesitant to run her programs and

would not seek help even after encouraged to do so. The others

were able to successfully turn in the majority of the assignments.

Copies of successful programs were kept in folders and sone cf

the more interesting programs have been placed in notebooks to

: ;eft for other student to see and study.

Work in the computer math class was handled a little differentl

Hero more concentration was placed on pro[ 'naming. The students

had twelve programs assigned the first narking perod. Except

for one, all were fairly simple. All members except three turned

in their pregrams. In some cases the students word together

and.even though they nad turned in individual programs the

programs had been joint effort. Several students were not capable

of producing a program alone. The second narking period had seven



programs assigned with a few supplementary programs that were

optional. Only about half of the class completed all assigned

work. Several had worked on the supplementary work and had dome

no assigned work. One boy did no work. He eventually failed

the course because he had not even done a minimum amount by the

end of the semester and did not take his exam. The last marhing

period consisted of group assignments. Each group had six proc!rmas

and the members were evaluated according to whether each parti-ipn-

ted in writing and running the programs and used their time wisely.

For those who were industrious, additional programs wore given

for extra credit. This was successful for the majority of the

class. There: were two students who did not work and two who

dropped out of school.

Since the majority of the students in the com-puter math class

wcrc average and below in programming skills the proficiency

test was not given. A teacher-made test, though, was given at

the beginning and end of the semester. Scores on these ranged

according to the student's ability to produce his own programs.

Most of the class was able to answer questions about the use

o2d operation of the machines and on fundamental programming

and debugging.



2. List schools ::A1 1or school districts which have illplemented

objectives and activities- of till project.

Several schools in the Greenville, S. C. area have been teaching

the Algebra II with coi.iputer program:A..1c; but it is not ?:nown

if these schools or others have implenented any of the objectives

or other activities.

3. Report the effect of the project on the cooperating acencies by:

(a) Listinc-g all the camnuuity agencies t1at cooperated in thy.

project .

Coastal Carolii:_a, an extensiol-. of the University of South

Carolina, has utilized the facilities tc teach of its

business courses for four suLliher sessions and four regular

terus.

(0) Discussing the result of such cooperation

Coastal had no access to computer facilities and since the

course was a requirement in their business pro; am, the

possibility was discussed to use MY7t1e Leach's facilities

for a night course. This procedure has wcrhed vely well.

Arrant:eraents were worked out as to use of materials such

as raper, paper tapes, etc. Coastal leased another

teletype model 33 and placed this in with the other machinoz7

so that the high school_ students would have access to it.

Over the two year period the college classes have held

approximately 150 students. The language taught was Fortran

and the course included the study of statistical programs
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needed in business areas.

L. Sum::.araze the influence of the project on:

(a) other Federal and State Programs.

None that is hnown

(b) Public support for education innovation and change.

There is a positive and open attitude by the public ia general

but difficulty lies in producing monetary support.

Communication is poor between administration and the classroom

and there has been few :,upportive efforts made to extend the

program beyond Myrtle Peach high.

(c) Educational programs in urban ghettos

Nona

(d) Educationalprograms in isolated rural areas

None

(c) Education.11 programs for pre-school children.

None

(f) Educational programs for the handicapped

None

(g) Educational protrrams for minority groups

None



EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

1. How was the computer used as an instructional tool:? (Was a Specific

topic introduced with the computer? Did the use of the computer foster

the further investigation of a topic, etc.?)

There were several areas in Algebra II in which the computer was used

principally to introduce new material or to reiA7orce presentation. As

example of this would be finding points of discontinuity for functions or

approximation of irrational roots.

In computer math the computer was used to find evaluation for graphing,

to review sigped nuMbers for examples. Questions arose with individuals

as they attempted to debug programs and run them. One of these applied

to scientific :notation and computer output; another to division by zero.

These wore topics of class discussion.

Several students whc pursued the ccaputer alone or who worked on

supplementary work were led into investigative work through ideas

presented in class. Several game programs were written after discussions

on probability, for example.

2. What areas of the curriculum seemed best suited for computer work?

Science and mathematics. Students enrolled in the upper level courses

are capable of more complicated programs but the lower level students

can write simple programs and run stored programs..
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However, use of the computer should definitely not be limited to math

and science. It can be used very effectively in the curriculum areas

as well.

Were students able to operate the teletype in terms of putting programs

in and getting results out?

Yes. There seemed to be little problem here even with the lower level

students. Someone was needed, however, to supervise and answer questions

while the lower level students were on line. The project director or a

student was usually available for this.

4. Wore students able to write workable programs?

Yes. The Algebra II students were successful and the majority of the

computer math students. However, a few in computer math could not write

their programs completely alone. Files are availablu with student-

written programs. These range from very simple to fairly complicated

and are on all topics of math and science.

5. Did the use of the computer clarify the mathematics invloved for any

students?

To be able to program a problem a student must understand the mathematical

alL)rithm as well as all logcal possibilities involved in the problem.

Students who had difficulty with writing programs had difficulty with

the logic involved in problem- solving and did not spend necessary time

and effort needed to develop better problem solving techniques.
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6. Was the conputer used'as an extracurricular activity?

The Math Club attempted programs but lack of student leadership caused

a drain of interest.

7. What by-products in terms of learning did you observe related to the

experiment?

One student the Algebra II class is pursuing independent study work

this summr in metrices and probability. She is using the computer to

debug programs she is to write in these areas.

There were a few students who attemptedTortran, another programming

langu::ge. There was no formal instruction in this area. However, manuals,

programs and reference books were made avaialble to any student who

wished to pursue the study of other languages.

It was found that the lower level student was fascinated with the use

of the comDuter. Stored programs were used to review certain mathematical

topics for these students. Also they learned to write simple program:.

Some made attempts to write programs using the ideas covered in class

and were successful with outside assistance.

8. Wh at attempts, if any, were made to extend the experiment to other schools,

other staff members, other pupils? (Describe what was done, the difficul-

ties involved and what was accomplished.)

Several invitations were extended to the schools in the county, but

there was no response. Visits were made by coordinators and principa3s
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from several school systems outside the county. It was hoped there would

be some response. There was none.

The project director tried on several occasions to involve teachers from

other curriculum areas. One of the social studios classes did use the

computer to compile and analyze data but further involvement was un-

successful. Attempts to involve other math classes and science classes

other than Chemistry and Physics were fruitless. Student attempt to

involve students outside of the program classes was more successful.

Students involved in the computer class would, for example, bring friends

in to show them what they were doing. This in turn got these students

involved

Students who were interested were given instruction; and in many instances

a good programmer was assigned to help them.

Coastal Carolina has continued its use of the facilities. A business

course in statistics and computer programing was taught during the

summer and fall of 1972 and spring of 1973. An estimated 100 students

wort:. involved.

9. What outside resources, if any, were utilized to enrich the experiment?

Several accounting and banking firms in Myrtle Beach have computers.

These were visited by the students. This is an asset to the student'.;

understanding and broad concept of that which at computer really consists.
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10. What 'Jduinistrative problem affected the use of the uquipment?

The classroom and computer rooms arc very small. There ar: problems

with noise, lighting, ventilation and space.

More encouragement and support should couu from administrative levels

with involvement of students and teachurs.

11. Was the inservice training for the staff carried on Suring the summer

of value? (In what ways could such an endeavor have been more.profitable?).

There was no formal inservicetraining to the staff since all members

had participated in the summer of 1970.

12. What mechanical difficultieS were encountered with the system?

(Indicate those that seriously affected the usefulness of the computer

as a teaching tool.)

Fuw difficulties were encountered with communication lines. The

computer itself was down on several occasions and presented preblumr

especially with assignment dates.

Repairs for the teletypes has been difficult to obtain since a

repairmtAn !Aust come from Raleigh, N. C. There was usually a delay and

congestion problems developed with student use of the remaining nachines.

Myrtle: Tieach does not have a firm that offers rental and repair of such

machines.
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STUDENT REPORT

Asa student who is highly interested in computer work, I am constantly

searching for new applications of our unit here. Mrs. Boyd, the Project Dime-

tor hero, has asked me to look for any moans whereby we night stimul,,te

interest in the Project, ancVor bring computer usage to a larger section of

students.

The audio-visual aids department of Myrtle Beach High School library has

acquired a camera-video-tape rucordur-monitor unit this year. After some

thought about a use for this, I hit upon an idea.

The size of our "Computer Room" - the cubicle housing our TT-33 unit - is

approximately 9' X 15", too small to accomodate a large class. Also,

only one person can sit at the teletype keyboard and perhaps 4-6 can stand

behind him to see the work. This creates confusion, lack of interest, and

loss of learning by those who arc unable to see the print-out,

Introduce the VTR unit and the problem is greatly alleviated. The procedure

is simple. Focus the camera on the teletype print-out and record, call an

instructional or laboratory type program from the local or general library,

run it, and record it simultaneously.

Next, we bring the VTR and monitor to the classroom and play back the program.

There are several methods of using one prognmn: laboratory exercise,

demonstration, etc. If a LIST copy is used in conjunction with a recording of

the run, program analysis can be greatly facilitated. The possibilities are

only as limited as the computer.
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I record,d a Huntington project proga'au dealing with Coulomb's law and played

it bach for my physics class. Interest in the program and tho teletype unit

was bolstered by my unique application of it: through a TV. The studonts

thoroughly enjoyed it, mainly bec7.use it was new. Even as newness

wanes, practicality becomes more apparent to the student, who dislii:es

cramped computer room".

In summation, the VTR unit aubraccs interost in tho computer, and so a

larger nuLabor of our students arc able to make use of it.

Respectfully submitted,

32.
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COMPUthE BREAKIMH REPORT

MONTH *USERS ON-LINE TIME CPU TIME

September 5J 57.42 hours 7896 secs

October Y5 102.03 hours 9914 secs

November 69 95.35 hours 10468 secs

December No report

Jmiaury 105 122. (5 hours 14320 secs

February 96 93.49 hours 8141 secs

March 91 135.49 hours 17884 secs

April 65 86.96 hours 8523 sots

May 55 79.90 hours 11408 secs

*This is estimated and in some cases does not include students from Coastal

Carolina.
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